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ABSTRACT 

Wireless sensor network consist of data acquisition 
network and data distribution network, monitored and 
controlled by a management center known as base station. 
The objective of energy efficient routing protocol in wireless 
sensor network  is to increase the operational lifetime of the 
networks. Routing protocols enhance the lifetime of the 
wireless sensor networks by distributing traffic among 
optimal path. Transmission of secured data is also an 
important research concern in the wireless sensor networks. 
A new data-gathering mechanism for large-scale wireless 
sensor networks by introducing mobility into the network. A 
mobile data collector, for convenience called an M-collector 
in this work, could be a mobile robot or a vehicle equipped 
with a powerful transceiver and battery, working like a 
mobile base station and gathering data while moving 
through the field. We propose a secure routing protocol for 
wireless sensor networks. Here, the data packets are 
transmitted in a secure manner by using the digital 
signature crypto system. It is compared with existing tour 
planning protocol. We also extend our work to cover the 
uncovered node using relay node. It shows better results in 
terms of packet delivery fraction, energy consumption, and 
end-to-end delay compared to the existing protocol. 

    Index Terms- Data-gathering mechanism, M-
Collector, Routing protocol, Security, Wireless sensor 
networks. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Wireless ad hoc sensor network consists of a number 
of sensors spread across a geographical area. Wireless 
Sensor Networks (WSN) provides different methods for 
sensing and disseminating information from various 
environments which provide the potential to serve many 
different applications. Each sensor has a wireless 
communication capability and some level of intelligence 
for signal processing and networking of the data. It 
provides a capable network infrastructure for many 
applications like environmental monitoring, medical care, 
military surveillance etc. WSN deployed the sensor node in 

designated area. One of the major problem in wireless 
networks is the security. Often attacks happen in sensor 
network while communicating. Hence securing each node 
in the network becomes a major issue. Many types of 
attacks are present which makes short term unavailability 
of the networks, but a great deal of research has been done 
and under process to enhance the survivability. But these 
schemes cannot address the attacks that affect long term 
availability of the networks.  

Wireless sensor networks have emerged with wide 
range of applications for new information-gathering 
paradigm, such as medical treatment, outer-space 
exploration, battlefield surveillance, emergency response, 
etc. Sensor nodes must be able to discover nearby nodes 
and organize themselves into a network before monitoring 
the environment. Most of the energy of a sensor is 
consumed on two major tasks: sensing the field and 
uploading data to the data sink.Energy consumption on 
sensing is relatively stable because it does not depend on 
the network topology or the location of sensors and it only 
depends on the sampling rate . On the other hand, the 
lifetime of the network is determined by data-gathering 
scheme.  

As a result, after these if the sensors fail, other sensor 
nodes cannot reach the data collector and the network will 
be disconnected, although most of the nodes can still 
survive for a long period. Single data-centric is inefficient 
to use for a large-scale sensor network, and it result to 
inefficiency to use a single static data sink to gather data 
from all sensors. In some applications, sensors are 
deployed to monitor separate areas. In each area, sensors 
are densely deployed and connected, whereas sensors that 
belong to different areas may be disconnected. Unlike fully 
connected networks, some sensors cannot forward data to 
the data sink via wireless links. A mobile data collector is 
perfectly suitable for such applications. Sensing data are 
uploaded once in a while and it is collected at a low rate 
and are not so delay sensitive that it can be accumulated 
into fixed-length data packets. In order to provide a 
scalable data-gathering scheme for large-scale static 
sensor networks, to gather data from sensors we utilize 
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mobile data collectors.  

A mobile data collector is a powerful transceiver which 
could be a mobile robot or a vehicle equipped, battery, and 
large memory. Sink node is the starting point of the mobile 
data collector for tour, traverses the network, collects 
sensing data from nearby nodes while moving, and then 
returns and uploads data to the data sink. The data 
collector moving path is well planned since it is mobile, it 
can move close to sensor nodes, such that if the, the 
network lifetime can be greatly prolonged. Here, network 
lifetime is defined as the duration from the time sensors 
start sending data to the data sink to the time when a 
certain percentage of sensors either run out of battery or 
cannot send data to the data sink due to the failure of 
relaying nodes.  

2 RELATED WORKS 

Here, we concisely summaries some related work on 
data-gathering mechanisms in WSNs. It has been 
extensively known that data routing can cost large energy 
consumption in sensor networks with a flat topology. To 
overcome this problem, some works have introduced a 
hierarchy to the network [20]–[23], [25], and [26].In 
wireless sensor network nodes are organized in cluster 
system. There consist of cluster head, where cluster heads 
collect sensing data from sensors and forward data to the 
outside data sink. It is selected base upon certain 
parameter like degree of node, time to leave, battery 
power, transmission range and mobility. However, cluster 
heads will inevitably consume more energy than other 
sensor nodes. To avoid the problem of cluster heads failing 
faster than other nodes, sensor nodes can become cluster 
heads rotationally [20]. 

Recently, mobility of sensor networks has been 
extensively studied [3] In [3] and [4], to collect the sensing 
data in wild environment radiotagged zebras and whales 
were used as mobile nodes. These animal-based nodes 
randomly wander in the sensing field and exchange 
sensing data only when they move close to each other. 
Thus, sensor nodes in such a network are not necessarily 
connected all the time. Moreover, the mobility of randomly 
moving animals is hard to predict and control; thus, the 
maximum packet delay cannot be guaranteed. For sensor 
networks deployed in an urban area, public transportation 
vehicles such as buses and trains, which always move 
along fixed routes, can be mounted with transceivers to act 
as mobile base stations [6], [8]. Compared with the 
randomly moving animals, the moving path and timing are 
predictable in this case. 

3 KEY AREAS 

3.1 Network module 

An undirected graph G (V, E) where the set of vertices 
V represent the mobile nodes in the network IP routers 
and E represents set of edges in the graph IP links which 
represents the physical or logical links between the mobile 

nodes. Two nodes that can communicate directly with each 
other are connected by an edge in the graph. Let N denote 
a network of m mobile nodes, N1; N2; . . .; Nm and let D 
denote a collection of n data items d1; d2; . . . ; dn 
distributed in the network.  

The mobile data collector starts a tour from the data 
sink, traverses the network, collects sensing data from 
nearby nodes while moving, and then returns and uploads 
data to the data sink. Since the data collector is mobile, it 
can move close to sensor nodes, such that if the moving 
path is well planned, the network lifetime can be greatly 
prolonged. 

3.2 Single-Hop Data Gathering 

The problem of finding the shortest moving tour of an 
M-collector that visits the transmission range of each 
sensor. As shown in Fig 1, the positions of sensors are 
either the polling points in the data-gathering tour or 
within the one hop range of the polling points. For the sake 
of simplicity, we assume that M-collectors move at a fixed 
speed and ignore the time for making turns and data 
transmission, such that we can roughly estimate the time 
of Data-gathering tour by the tour length. Clearly, by 
moving through the shortest tour, data can be collected in 
the shortest time such that the users will have the most 
up-to-date data. We refer to this as the single-hop data 
gathering problem. 

Before giving the formulation of the SHDGP, we first 
give some definitions and assumptions for the problem. 
Let R denote the radius of the sensing range, which is 
defined as the area where a sensor collects senses data. Let 
r denote transmission range of sensors. The M-collector 
can only gather data from a sensor when the M-collector 
enters the transmission range of the sensor 

 

Fig 1: Single-hop data-gathering problem 

3.3 Heuristic Algorithms for the Single-Hop 
Data-Gathering Problem 

The problem which is considered is obtaining the 
shortest tour of a subset of all cities such that every city 
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not on the tour is within some predetermined distance dist 
of a city that is on the tour. If the transmission range of 
each sensor could be modelled as a disk-shaped area, the 
SHDGP can be simplified to the CSP by setting dist in the 
CSP equal to the transmission range of sensors. We have 
managed to run the optimal algorithm for a few small 
networks to compare with our greedy algorithm. our 
greedy algorithm performs much better than the covering 
line algorithm in various scenarios and is close to the 
optimal algorithm in small networks. 

The basic idea behind the greedy algorithm is to 
choose a subset of points from the candidate polling point 
set, each of which corresponds to a neighbour set of 
sensors. At each stage of the algorithm, a neighbour set of 
sensors can be covered when its corresponding candidate 
polling point is chosen as a polling point in the data-
gathering tour. The algorithm will terminate after all 
sensors are covered. The algorithm tries to cover each 
uncovered neighbour set of sensors with the minimum 
average cost at each stage, where the “cost” will be 
formally defined later. 

 

 

Fig 2: Spanning tree covering algorithm. (a) Neighbour set 
of p1 is covered with the average cost d1/3. (b) Neighbour 

set of p1 is covered with the average cost d2/3. (c) 
neighbour set of p1 is covered with the average cost d3/3. 

(d) Data-gathering tour obtained by the spanning tree 
covering algorithm. 

3.4 Data Gathering with Multiple M-
Collectors 

In this data-gathering scheme with multiple M-
collectors, only one M-collector needs to visit the 
transmission range of the data sink. As shown in Fig 3 (b)–
(d), the entire network can be divided into sub networks. 
In each sub network, an Mcollectors is responsible for 
gathering data from local sensors in the subarea. Once in a 
while, the M-collector forwards the sensing data to one of 
the other nearby M-collectors, when two M-collectors 
move close enough. Finally, data can be forwarded to the 
M-collector that will visit the data sink via relays of other 
M-collectors. 

In Fig 3 (d), all data are forwarded to M-collector 1 
from other M-collectors, and then, M-collector 1 carries 
and uploads data to the data sink. There are some 
interesting issues here, such as how to relay the packets to 
the data sink energy efficiently, how to schedule the 
movement of M-collectors to reduce the packet delay, and 
so on. Here, we will focus on how to plan the subtours of 
multiple M-collectors to minimize the number of M-
collectors.  

3.5 Discovering the Uncovered Node-
Making Link With Covered Node 

The positions of sensors are either the polling points in 
the data-gathering tour or within the one hop range of the 
polling points. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that 
M-collectors move at a fixed speed and ignore the time for 
making turns and data transmission, such that we can 
roughly estimate the time of a data-gathering tour by the 
tour length 

 

 

Fig 3: Data gathering with multiple M-collectors. 

 

But the major disadvantages of the existing polling 
point position based system for gathering the data based M 
–collector it misses some nodes information in the sensor 
network, to find the missing node\/uncovered node 
information we use the relay node it contains information 
about the covered node in the polling point based on this 
we collect uncovered node information with covered node 
information in the relay node. 

3.6 Security to Mobile Collector Node 

Public key cryptography provides authentication and 
confidentiality. The high processing overhead and energy 
cost make the implementation of public key cryptography 
in WSNs impractical. Few researchers proposed 
mechanisms to reduce processing and energy cost in 
Elliptic curve cryptography ECC. Each sensor node has a 
fixed transmission range R.Multiple paths are available 
between the sensors and sink node in the network. The M-
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collector selects the polling points between the sensors to 
route the sensed data to the sink node. Every node has a 
unique private key and a public key. Common hash 
function is used by all nodes in the network. To generate 
the digital signature, MD5 hash function is used. The 
private and public keys are generated using the RSA 
algorithm. It is a widely used public key crypto system. It 
may be used to provide both secrecy and digital 
signatures. 

A polling points on reception of (dsign, M) and the path 
in the data packet, verifies the digital signature by 
comparing decrypted value of de sign mod n with message 
digest H(M). The de sign mod n is key (e, n) using the 
formula, decrypted using sender’s public 

De signmod n = ((H(M))dmod n)emod n 

= (H(M))eamod n (1) 

By applying Little Fermat’s and Chinese Remainder 
Theorem to Equation (1), it can be shown that designmod 
n = H(M) 

If the generated H(M) by the receiver and the 
decrypted H(M) of digital signature dsign is equal, then the 
receiver accepts the data; otherwise rejects the data and 
informs the sender that the data is altered through by 
generating route error packet. This process is repeated in 
every hop of the node between sensors. The proposed 
public key crypto system provides authentication, integrity 
and non-repudiation in the wireless sensor network. 

3.7 Performance Evaluation 

In the simulations, we assume that a bunch of sensor 
nodes is uniformly deployed in the sensing field. For 
covering the uncovered node using relay node for M-
collector in both small and large networks, compare the 
relative network lifetime and security of the proposed with 
the data-gathering schemes, and illustrate the data-
gathering algorithm with multiple M-collectors in a 
randomly generated network. 

4 CONCLUSION 

 A mobile data-gathering scheme for large-scale sensor 
networks is generated. The mobile data collector, called an 
M-collector, which works like a mobile base station in the 
network. An M-collector starts the data gathering tour 
periodically from the static data sink, traverses the entire 
sensor network, polls sensors and gathers the data from 
sensors one by one, and finally returns and uploads data to 
the data sink. Our mobile data-gathering scheme improves 
the scalability and solves intrinsic problems of large-scale 
homogeneous networks. By introducing the M-collector, 
data gathering becomes more flexible and adaptable to the 
unexpected changes of the network topology. In addition 
to the uncovered sensor form the polling points are 
identified by relay node and covered and link the 
uncovered node to the  M-collector. We extend our 
proposed to provide the security to the mobile collector 

using digital signature, which is generated by using the 
MD5 hash function and RSA algorithm. The security 
ensures the correctness of data, nonrepudiation and 
authentication. 
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